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Carbon dioxide from ships at sea to be
regulated for ﬁrst time
Shipping ﬁrms to halve greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 as part of historic agreement

Smoke rises from a ferry docked in Dover. Photograph: Chris Ratcliﬀe/Bloomberg/Getty Images

Fiona Harvey Environment correspondent
Fri 13 Apr 2018 13.22 EDT

Carbon dioxide from ships at sea will be regulated for the ﬁrst time following a historic
agreement reached after two weeks of detailed talks in London.
Shipping companies will halve their greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 under the plan,
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brokered by the International Maritime Organization and binding across its 170 member states.
The agreement will require a revolution among ships, which are overwhelmingly fuelled by
heavy oils at present. In future, they will have to not only be more energy-eﬃcient, but also
make use of cleaner energy, in the form of batteries supplying electricity, solar and wind
electricity generation, and perhaps even a return to sail in some cases, or more controversially
to nuclear power, as some warships already use.
Environmental campaigners said the plan was not enough given the urgency of tackling
climate change, though they welcomed the deal, which has taken decades of work.
Greenhouse gas emissions from shipping and aviation were omitted from the 1997 Kyoto
protocol and have been excluded from regulations on carbon ever since, even though shipping
is used for 80% of global trade.
Although shipping accounts for only about 2% of global carbon emissions, it has been a cause
of particular concern, both because of the increased need for transport under the globalising
economy and because many ships use dirty, carbon-rich fuels such as heavy diesel, which
would be banned in many countries from onshore transport.
Campaigners said cuts of at least 70% from shipping emissions by 2050, compared with the
2008 baseline chosen by the IMO, would be needed to meet the aims of the landmark 2015
Paris agreement, under which countries have agreed that temperature rises should be limited
to no more than 2C above pre-industrial levels.
John Maggs, president of the Clean Shipping Coalition and senior policy adviser at the
campaigning group Seas at Risk, said: “We have an important agreement and this level of
ambition will ultimately require a sector-wide shift to new fuels and propulsion technologies.
But what happens next is crucial. The IMO must move swiftly to introduce measures that will
cut emissions deeply and quickly in the short term – without these, the goals of the Paris
agreement will remain out of reach.”
Sveinung Oftedal, chair of the negotiations at the IMO for the Norwegian government,
compared the achievement to the space race, saying: “Like Apollo 11 returning to Earth, we
knew we needed to land and we did.”
Countries holding out against a stronger agreement included Brazil, Panama, Saudi Arabia and
the US, according to Bill Hemmings, shipping director at Transport & Environment, an NGO.
The EU and many Paciﬁc islands were among those pressing for a stronger deal.

We've got an announcement…

… on our progress as an organisation. In service of the escalating climate emergency, we have
made an important decision – to renounce fossil fuel advertising, becoming the ﬁrst major
global news organisation to institute an outright ban on taking money from companies that
extract fossil fuels.
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In October we outlined our pledge: that the Guardian will give global heating, wildlife
extinction and pollution the urgent attention and prominence they demand. This resonated
with so many readers around the world. We promise to update you on the steps we take to hold
ourselves accountable at this deﬁning point in our lifetimes. With climate misinformation rife,
and never more dangerous than now, the Guardian's accurate, authoritative reporting is vital –
and we will not stay quiet.
We chose a diﬀerent approach: to keep Guardian journalism open for all. We don't have a
paywall because we believe everyone deserves access to factual information, regardless of
where they live or what they can aﬀord to pay.
Our editorial independence means we are free to investigate and challenge inaction by those in
power. We will inform our readers about threats to the environment based on scientiﬁc facts,
not driven by commercial or political interests. And we have made several important changes
to our style guide to ensure the language we use accurately reﬂects the environmental
emergency.
The Guardian believes that the problems we face on the climate crisis are systemic and that
fundamental societal change is needed. We will keep reporting on the eﬀorts of individuals and
communities around the world who are fearlessly taking a stand for future generations and the
preservation of human life on earth. We want their stories to inspire hope.
We hope you will consider supporting us today. We need your support to keep delivering
quality journalism that’s open and independent. Every reader contribution, however big or
small, is so valuable. Support the Guardian from as little as $1 – and it only takes a minute.
Thank you.
Support The Guardian
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Read our pledge
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